
Carnebello with Chicken
Wet Food

Complete feed for adult dogs

Our Eggersmann Carnebello Dog Food with Chicken is a delicious wet feed with a
comparatively low energy content, making it ideal for older dogs too. The prime-
quality, low-fat chicken is easy to digest and gives it a firm and meaty texture.
Combining a high amount of premium-quality, easily digestible poultry with salmon
oil and omega-3 fatty acids, it provides your dog with all the nutrients it needs.
Because of the particularly gentle cooking process, all the important vitamins, trace
elements and minerals are retained in this complete dog feed. As it is completely
free from grains, sugar and artificial colours and flavours, our wet dog feed provides
your dog with both a tasty and nutritious meal. Our Eggersmann Carnebello Dog
Food with Chicken is suitable as a complete feed for adult dogs but can also be
mixed with dry feed if preferred.

Aanbevolen voeder:

Feeding recommendation:

BW dog food/day
up to 5 kg 325 g
up to 10 kg 550 g
up to 15 kg 750 g
up to 20 kg 900 g
up to 25 kg 1100 g
up to 35 kg 1400 g
up to 50 kg 1800 g
Keep cooled for max. 24 hours after opening.

Samenstelling: 70,0 % Meat and innards: chicken meat (15%), lung, liver, kidney,
udder, heart, 28,5 % Vleessoep, 0,5 % Egg shells, dried, 0,5 % Minerals, 0,5 %
Salmon oil

Analytische componenten en gehaltes: 10,50 % Ruw eiwit, 5,50 % Ruw vet, 2,20
% Ruwe as, 0,40 % Ruwe vezels, 79,00 % Vocht

Additieven per kg: 200,0 I.E. Vitamine D3 (3a671) NA, 2,0 mg Mangaan (3b503) als
mangaan(II)sulfaat, monohydraat NA, 50,0 mg Vitamine E (3a700) NA, 20,0 mg
Zinksulfaat (3b605) NA, 0,2 mg Calciumjodaat, watervrij (3b202) NA

  NA = Voedingsfysiologische additieven
  ZA = Zootechnische additieven
  TA = Technological additives
  SA = Sensorische additieven
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Heinrich Eggersmann
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Bruchweg 11
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Telefon: +49 (0) 5751 / 1793-0
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